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we take play seriously





our supporters

moritoys is an Istanbul based start-up  
designing new generation games & toys for pre-schoolers.

Educational Ethically sourced 
local production

Gender 
neutral

At moritoys, our core mission is to produce toys that are both educational 
and fun. We are continually working with child development experts and 
design specialists to  manufacture gender-neutral toys, which provide all 

children with a strong basis for onwards learning.



The kit includes: 
- 24 piece puzzle (50 x 70 cm)
- 1 x full size puzzle poster (50 x 70 cm)

Box dimensions: 23.5 x 27 x 8 cm 

Material:
1.75 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRP002

Explore the connections between the above 
ground and underground lives of the forest 
creatures!

Where do bunnies and moles sleep at night? 
Which forest creatures live underground 
and which live above ground? What is going 
on in the ground under our feet? Discover 
the answers to these questions in this 
one-of-a-kind jigsaw puzzle. Spot the 
mushrooms, fossils, gems, and other items 
hiding in this beautifully illustrated floor 
puzzle.

Illustrated by award-winning illustrator 
Çağrı Odabaşı.

Underground 
& Overground

Selected for 

Spielwarenmesse 



The kit includes: 
- 24 piece puzzle (50 x 70 cm)
- 1 x full size puzzle poster (50 x 70 cm)

Box dimensions: 23.5 x 27 x 8 cm 

Material:
1.75 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRP001

Discover Istanbul with this Fairy Tale Puzzle!

This beautifully illustrated giant floor puzzle 
combines images of Istanbul’s most iconic 
landmarks - the Galata Tower, the famous 
ferries, the Bosphorus Bridge and popular 
bagel counter - with mythical creatures to 
bring a magical fairy-tale Istanbul to life!

Illustrated by award-winning illustrator 
Çağrı Odabaşı.

Fairy Tale 
Puzzle



The kit includes: 
- 36 piece puzzle (34 x 48 cm)

Box dimensions: 23.5 x 22 x 6 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRP003

There is so much to discover at the 
Kindergarten! Complete the jigsaw puzzle 
then find the 24 hidden items in the picture!

A jigsaw and an observation game in one! 
Have fun putting together the jigsaw puzzle. 
Then use your powers of observation to find 
the 24 items drawn around the puzzle frame 
that are hiding somewhere in the picture 
among the busy learners at the kindergarten.

Find-it  game is a fun way to enhance 
vocabulary and short-term memory and 
improve visual-spatial reasoning and 
problem solving skills.

Illustrated by Buse Ustaoğlu.

Look & Find Puzzle:

Kindergarten



The kit includes: 
- 36 piece puzzle (34 x 48 cm)

Box dimensions: 23.5 x 22 x 6 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRP004

There is so much to discover at the 
Museum! Complete the jigsaw puzzle then 
find the 24 hidden items in the picture!

A jigsaw and an observation game in one! 
Have fun putting together the jigsaw puzzle. 
Then use your powers of observation to find 
the 24 items drawn around the puzzle frame 
that are hiding somewhere in the picture 
among the museum collections of fossils, 
specimens,  cultural and historical artifacts.

Find-it  game is a fun way to enhance 
vocabulary and short-term memory and 
improve visual-spatial reasoning and 
problem solving skills.

Illustrated by Buse Ustaoğlu.

Look & Find Puzzle:

Museum



The kit includes: 
- 36 piece puzzle (34 x 48 cm)

Box dimensions: 23.5 x 22 x 6 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRP005

There is so much to discover at the Farmers 
Market! Complete the jigsaw puzzle then 
find the 24 hidden items in the picture!

A jigsaw and an observation game in one! 
Have fun putting together the jigsaw puzzle. 
Then use your powers of observation to find 
the 24 items drawn around the puzzle frame 
that are hiding somewhere in the picture 
among the market stalls of fresh vegetables, 
colourful flowers, and sweets.

Find-it  game is a fun way to enhance 
vocabulary and short-term memory and 
improve visual-spatial reasoning and 
problem solving skills. 

Illustrated by Buse Ustaoğlu.

Look & Find Puzzle:

Farmer’s Market 



The kit includes: 
- 15 x cards (9 x 9 cm)
- 5 x wipeable markers

Box dimensions: 16 x 18.5 x 2.7 cm

Material:
Double sided CMYK press
Matt cellophane laminated
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRK006

SKU Code: MRK013

Mix & Color: 

Monsters
SKU Code: MRK012

Mix & Color: 

Fashion
Concentration Fine motor skills

Creativity

Create crazy, colourful animals by mixing, 
matching and coloring cards!

Mix and match the animal body cards to 
create wacky animal friends. Then bring 
them to life by coloring with the 5 bright, 
wipeable markers! With these 15 large, 
wipe-clean cards the kids can build up to 
125 different kooky combinations of 5 
animal friends! The easy-carry packaging 
makes this game a perfect travel companion.

Illustrated by Havvanur Sönmez 
and Hazal Kırıkçı.

Mix & Color: 

Animal



The kit includes: 
- 100 x reusable stickers
- 2 x scenes (16 x 32 cm)

Box dimensions: 18.5 x 20 x 3 cm

Material:
Static opaque sticker
Double sided CMYK press
Cellophane laminated

SKU Code: MRK009

Dinosaurs 

Concentration Fine motor skills

Creativity

Build your own dinosaur story with 
100 reusable stickers and 2 scenes!

Make your own dinosaur scenes using 100 
cling-style, repositionable stickers and two 
scenic backgrounds. Sticker images include 
beautifully illustrated dinosaurs and other 
extinct creatures as well as ancient plants 
and other prehistoric items.

The easy-carry packaging makes this game 
a perfect travel companion.

Illustrated by Hazal Kırıkçı.

Reusable Sticker Set:

Dinosaurs



The kit includes: 
- 52 x reusable stickers
- 2 x city scenes (15 x 45 cm)

Box dimensions: 17 x 20 x 3 cm

Material:
Static opaque sticker
Double sided CMYK press
Cellophane laminated

SKU Code: MRK007
Concentration Fine motor skills

Creativity

Build your own city with 52 reusable 
stickers and 2 city scenes!

A set of 52 non-adhesive, cling-style stickers 
and two city backgrounds. Stick onto your 
chosen background the houses, people, 
vehicles, trees, roads, and traffic signs you 
choose to build the city of your dreams!

The easy-carry packaging makes this game 
a perfect travel companion. 

Illustrated by Hazal Kırıkçı.

Reusable Sticker Set:

My City

BOOKSTORE

SCHOOL BUS

BOOKSTORE

15



The kit includes: 
- 20 x gorilla cards (9 x 10 cm)
- 20 x sock cards (3 x 3.5 cm)

Box dimensions:  24 x 12.5 x 4.5 cm

Material:
1.7 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt cellophane laminated
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRK008

The gorilla has lost one of its giant socks. 
Can you help the gorilla to find the missing 
spouse?

1. Puzzle game (ages 3-4): Lay out the gorilla 
cards with the missing socks in a grid on the 
table or floor. Can you correctly pair the 
gorilla cards to their matching single sock?
2. Memory card game (ages 3-6): Lay out 
all the single sock cards face down. Players 
take turns turning over two cards at a time to 
find a matching pair. 
3. Speed matching game (ages 4+): Lay out 
all the single sock cards face up on the table. 
Choose a single gorilla card, find the gorilla’s 
missing sock to win the round.

Illustrated by Hazal Kırıkçı.

Matching, Memory & Puzzle  Game

Giant Socks
Gorilla

Concentration

Pattern recognitionProblem solving

Social skills



The kit includes: 
- 60 x cards  (9 x 9 cm) in 3 levels
- 4 x scoring cards 
- 6 x wipeable markers

Box dimensions:  24 x 12.5 x 4.5 cm

Material:
Double sided CMYK press
Matt cellophane laminated
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRK001

Recreate the black-and-white image by 
coloring it!

The game consists of 60 picture cards with 
a colored version of the picture on one side 
and a black-and-white version on the other. 

1. Choose a card and memorise the picture 
on the colored side. 
2. Flip the card over to the black-and-white 
version and try to recreate the colored 
picture. 
3. Be sure to match the colors exactly! 
4. The first player to color it correctly wins 
the round!

Illustrated by Hazal Kırıkçı.

Memory & Coloring Game

Color Me 
Memory!

Memory and Coloring Game

Pick a card 
and memorize 
the colors of 
the dra

1

Concentration Fine Motor Skills Visual Recognition

EN: Bring the black-and-white image to life by 
coloring it! This fun activity not only promotes 
memory, visual perception and attention skills, 

hand-eye coordination.

FR: Donnez vie à l'image en noir et blanc en la 
coloriant ! Cette activité amusante favorise non 
seulement la mémoire, la perception visuelle et 

Do you want to spend a great 
time with Color Me Memory? we take play seriously

moritoys products are developed with 
contribution of child development 

Color Me Memory!

Cards Levels Erasable Markers660 3

Concentration Social skills

Visual recognitionFine motor skills



The kit includes: 
- 32 x items to pack (3 x 3 cm) 
- 4 x themed luggage cards (11 x 20 cm)
- 4 x themed packing lists (11 x 20 cm)

Box dimensions: 24 x 12.5 x 4.5 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt cellophane laminated
Radius cutting 

SKU Code: MRK003

Choose your dream vacation and pack your 
bags! Be the first to pack your luggage 
correctly to win the game!

Choose the suitcase and packing list cards 
that match your holiday destination. 
1. Lay all the small packing item cards face 
down on the floor within reach of all players. 
2. The first player turns over a packing item 
card. If the item is in their packing list they 
add it to their suitcase card. 
3. If not they return it to its original place and 
the next player takes a turn. 
4.The first player to pack all the items on 
their list wins the game!

Feeling lucky? You can turn your Packing 
List game into a game of Bingo! 

Illustrated by Hazal Kırıkçı.

Memory & Bingo Game

Packing List

Concentration Social skills

Visual recognitionMemory



The kit includes: 
- 24 x cards  (7 x 7 cm) 
- 2 x wooden dice (2 x 2 x 2 cm ) 

Box dimensions:  24 x 12.5 x 4.5 cm

Material:
1  mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt cellophane laminated
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRK014

Race to match the robots to their shadows 
or count the body parts in this fun 2-in-1 
game for all the family!

1. Shadow matching game: Spread the robot 
cards on a table. The first player who 
matches the shadow with the correct robot 
wins the round!

2. Count & find game: Roll the dice and find 
a robot matching the two dice - one with the 
numbers 1, 2 or 3 and another with eyes, 
arms and legs. Players who find a right match 
wins the round!

Illustrated by Hazal Kırıkçı. 

Matching & Counting Game

Speedy Robots 

Math skills Social skills

Visual recognitionNumeracy skills



The kit includes: 
- 42 x cards  (5.5 x 5.5 cm) 

Box dimensions:  24 x 12.5 x 4.5 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt cellophane laminated
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRK011

Taxi, bulldozer, rocket or scooter...
Get to set to match colorful vehicles with 
moritoys Memory and Matching Game!

Memory Card Games helps preschoolers to 
build their matching skills, to increase their 
concentration and attention span, and to 
hone their memory with beautifully illustrated 
42  cards.

The game is perfect for children aged 3 to 8 
years.

Illustrated by Hazal Kırıkçı.

Memory & Matching Game

Vehicles

Social skills

Visual recognition

POLICE

x2

Concentration

Fine motor skills

POLICE

POLICE



The kit includes: 
- 42 x cards  (5.5 x 5.5 cm) 

Box dimensions:  24 x 12.5 x 4.5 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt cellophane laminated
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRK002

Whale, crab, sea horse, diver...
Get to explore an underwater world with 
moritoys Memory and Matching Game!

Memory Card Games helps preschoolers to 
build their matching skills, to increase their 
concentration and attention span, and to 
hone their memory with beautifully illustrated 
42  cards.

The game is perfect for children aged 3 to 8 
years.

Illustrated by award-winning illustrator  
Çağrı Odabaşı.

Memory & Matching Game

Underwater

Social skills

Visual recognition

x2

Concentration

Fine motor skills



The kit includes: 
- 110 x reusable stickers
- 2 x scenes (16 x 32 cm)

Box dimensions: 18.5 x 20 x 3 cm

Material:
Static opaque sticker
Double sided CMYK press
Cellophane laminated

SKU Code: MRPEPPA001

Build your own Peppa Pig outdoor fun story 
with 110 cling-style stickers and 2 outdoor 
scenes!

Make your own Peppa Pig scenes using 
110 cling-style, repositionable stickers and 
two outdoor backgrounds. Sticker images 
include favorite Peppa Pig characters and 
fun items from the beloved animated series. 
The easy-carry packaging makes this game 
a perfect travel companion. 

Reusable Sticker Set:

Outdoor Fun

3+

Product Name

Reusable Sticker Set:
Outdoor Fun

3+ 110
reusable
stickers

110
stickers

2
scenes

Concentration

Creativity

Fine motor skillsOnly available for 
sale in Turkey



The kit includes: 
- 80 x reusable stickers
- 2 x scenes (16 x 16 cm)

Box dimensions: 18.5 x 20 x 3 cm

Material:
Static opaque sticker
Double sided CMYK press
Cellophane laminated

SKU Code: MRPEPPA002

What shall Peppa wear today? 

Dress-up Peppa Pig with 80 cling-style, 
repositionable stickers and 2 different 
background scenes. The set features 
Peppa’s favorite fashions like Chef Peppa, 
Ballerina Peppa, Skater Peppa and so on! 
The easy-carry packaging makes this 
game a perfect travel companion. 

Reusable Sticker Set:

Dress Up 

Concentration

Creativity

Fine motor skills

3+

Reusable Sticker Set:
Dress Up

80
stickers

Only available for 
sale in Turkey



SKU Code: MRPEPPA008

There is so much to discover at the 
Mr. Fox’s Shop!  Complete the jigsaw 
puzzle then find the 24 hidden items 
in the picture.

A jigsaw and an observation game in one! 
Have fun putting together the jigsaw puzzle. 
Then use your powers of observation to find 
the 24 items drawn around the puzzle frame 
that are hiding somewhere in the picture 
among the Peppa Pig and her friends.

Find-it  game is a fun way to enhance 
vocabulary and short-term memory and 
improve visual-spatial reasoning and 
problem solving skills. 

Look & Find Puzzle:

Mr. Fox’s Shop

The kit includes: 
- 36 piece puzzle (34 x 48 cm)

Box dimensions: 23.5 x 22 x 6 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

Only available for 
sale in Turkey



SKU Code: MRPEPPA009

There is so much to discover at the 
Children’s Festival! Complete the jigsaw 
puzzle then find the 24 hidden items in the 
picture.

A jigsaw and an observation game in one! 
Have fun putting together the jigsaw puzzle. 
Then use your powers of observation to find 
the 24 items drawn around the puzzle frame 
that are hiding somewhere in the picture 
among the Peppa Pig and her friends.

Find-it  game is a fun way to enhance 
vocabulary and short-term memory and 
improve visual-spatial reasoning and 
problem solving skills.

Look & Find Puzzle:

Children’s Festival 

The kit includes: 
- 36 piece puzzle (34 x 48 cm)

Box dimensions: 23.5 x 22 x 6 cm

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

Only available for 
sale in Turkey



The kit includes: 
- 12 piece jigsaw puzzle 
- 16 piece jigsaw puzzle 
- 24 piece jigsaw puzzle 
Completed puzzle size: 22 x 32 cm

Box dimensions: 17 x 23 x 6 cm 

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRPEPPA003

Peppa Pig Jigsaw Challenge! Kids will 
develop their ability to solve jigsaw puzzles 
with growing number of pieces.

The set includes 3 puzzles with 12-16-24 
pieces. Growing number of pieces enables 
kids to gradually put together puzzles that 
are more and more challenging.

Perfect gift for Peppa Pig fans! 
Includes scenes from the beloved animated 
television series. 

Progressive Puzzle:

Outdoor Fun

Only available for 
sale in Turkey



The kit includes: 
- 12 piece jigsaw puzzle 
- 16 piece jigsaw puzzle 
- 24 piece jigsaw puzzle 
Completed puzzle size: 22 x 32 cm

Box dimensions: 17 x 23 x 6 cm 

Material:
1.5 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRPEPPA004

Peppa Pig Jigsaw Challenge! Kids will 
develop their ability to solve jigsaw puzzles 
with growing number of pieces.

The set includes 3 puzzles with 12-16-24 
pieces. Growing number of pieces enables 
kids to gradually put together puzzles that 
are more and more challenging.

Perfect gift for Peppa Pig fans! 
Includes scenes from the beloved animated 
television series. 

Progressive Puzzle:

A Happy Day
Progressive Puzzle:

A Happy Day

Only available for 
sale in Turkey



SKU Code: MRPEPPA005

The kit includes: 
- 10 x 2 piece jigsaw puzzle 
Completed puzzle size: 7.5 x 15 cm

Box dimensions: 12 x 18 x 6 cm 

Material:
1.75 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

Dive into early numeracy with Peppa Pig! 

The puzzle pieces are designed so that only 
the right pair will fit together. This will allow 
kids to spot the right match while playing 
independently!

Each puzzle has a different background 
color making it easier for kids to complete 
the puzzles.

Puzzle Duo: 

Numbers

Only available for 
sale in Turkey

Math skills 

Numeracy skills

Hand - eye coordination

Problem solving



The kit includes: 
- 10 x 2 piece jigsaw puzzle 
Completed puzzle size: 7.5 x 15 cm

Box dimensions: 12 x 18 x 6 cm 

Material:
1.75 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRPEPPA006

Practice opposites with Peppa Pig! 

Learning opposites is an excellent way for 
kids to improve their communication skills. 

The puzzle pieces are designed so that only 
the right pair will fit together. This will allow 
kids to the spot right match while playing 
independently! Each puzzle has a different 
background color making it easier for kids to 
complete the puzzles. 

Puzzle Duo: 

Opposites

2+

Concentration

Hand - eye coordination

Fine motor skills

Problem solving

Only available for 
sale in Turkey



3+

Product Name
Memory Card

Game
28

cards

The kit includes: 
-20 x cards (4 x 4 cm) 
Box dimensions: 12 x 18 x 6 cm 

Material:
1.75 mm thick premium cardboard
Double sided CMYK press
Matt dispersion varnish
Radius cutting

SKU Code: MRPEPPA007

Match pairs of your favorite Peppa Pig 
characters with this fun on-the-go memory 
card game! 

This game is  perfect to practice memory and 
concentration skills. Flip over and match the 
most pairs to win!

The easy-carry packaging makes this game a 
perfect travel companion.

Memory Card
Game

Concentration

Visual recognition

Fine motor skills

Social skills

Only available for 
sale in Turkey



For more information or to place an order, 
please visit moritoys.com/en or send an email to info@moritoys.com

we take play seriously
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